GENERAL Information
Care and Maintenance
Painted Steel

The polyurethane painted finish on the metal table base does not require special maintenance. Regular
dusting with a soft cloth or duster is usually sufficient. If a cleaning agent seems to be necessary, we
suggest your using a mild detergent spray. We recommend you treat painted surfaces as you would the
paint on your car. Never use any solvent based cleaners. This includes any of the alcohol based
cleaners.

Aluminum

Wash aluminum with a small amount of mild soap and a clean cloth with plenty of water.
PLANTERS - We recommend installing a liner in each planter to prevent the metal from reacting to any
potential chemicals from fertilizers or chemicals, etc.

Stainless Steel

Wash stainless steel with soapy water, or a mild detergent or a standard stainless steel cleaner,
thoroughly rinse with clean water and polish with a soft dry cloth. We recommend you treat the 3R Lids
and 7R Tops silk screened ink surface as you would the paint on your car. Never use any solvent
based cleaners. This includes any of the alcohol based cleaners.

Glass Top

The clear glass top can be cleaned with the application of any glass or mirror spray cleaner and a soft
cloth.
The etched side of the glass top should be mounted on the bottom. Care in handling will reduce the
frequency of marking by body oils. Fingerprints on the etching may be removed with Windex or similar
product or (strange as it may seem) by rubbing with styrofoam.

Marble, Granite and Quartz Top

All stone table tops are sealed with several coats of a penetrating sealer but there is no stone that is
maintenance free. Normal “housekeeping” maintenance involves periodic and washing with clean water
and mildly alkaline cleaners.
With a cloth wetted with cleaning solution and water, wipe the surface in small overlapping sweeps,
immediately rinse with clean water, and buff with a dry soft cloth. If desired, when the surface is
completely dry, a top-dressing for use on marble to prevent staining and water-spotting may be applied.
All spills should be removed immediately and water-rinsed to remove all traces of the spill. If necessary,
clean the surface as described above.
Although marble and granite are hard surfaces, they are not so hard that they don’t scratch. Coasters
should be placed under glasses, particularly those containing liquors or citrus juices; hot-plates under
heated dishes; and place mats or felt bottoms under china, ceramics, silver, and objects to prevent
scratching of the polished surfaces.
Proper care of the stone table top is important to maintaining its beauty.

Plastic Laminate

To clean the surface, use a damp cloth or sponge and a mild soap or detergent. EKITTA recommends
obtaining current detailed care and maintenance information directly from the plastic laminate
manufacturer.

Solid Surface

For day to day cleaning, warm soapy water is recommended. Rinse and towel dry to prevent
spotting.

Wood - Interior Use

EKITTA wood products are protected by a stain-resisting finish. For normal cleaning, wipe surface with
a soft, damp (not wet) cloth.

- Exterior Use

Wood products specified for exterior use are ipe. There is a penetrating oil applied, that will weather to
a warm pewter gray. No maintenance is required.
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